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Abstract-The IEEE S02.lle standard defines a reference
scheduler that allocates transmission opportunities (TXOP) to
traffic streams based on mean data rate and minimum physical
rate. However, the reference scheduler is only efficient for streams
with strict constant bit rate (CBR) characteristics. This paper
presents a scheduling scheme named as the Selectivity Function
Scheduler (SFS) for the IEEE S02.lle Hybrid Coordination
Function (HCF) Controlled Channel Access (HCCA). The SFS
enhances the procedure of computing the number of variable
sized packets by not only considering the new arrivals, but
also accounting for the packets remaining in the queue due
to channel conditions. SFS incorporates a selectivity function
that assigns polling priorities to already admitted streams based
on their actual requirements. The performance of the proposed
SFS is evaluated and compared with the reference scheduler
defined by the standard. Simulation results show that the SFS
outperforms the standard scheduler in terms of enhancing
streams throughput, reducing the packet dropping ratio, and
maintaining high fairness among different traffic streams.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ireless local area networks (WLAN) based on the
IEEE 802.11 standard have gained an increasing pop

ularity due to its simplicity, low cost and easy deployment.
The explosive growth of multimedia and real-time applications
has motivated research in QoS support for WLANs. As a
step toward providing QoS support at the MAC sub-layer in
WLANs, the IEEE task group E has introduced a standard
known as IEEE 802.11e [1]. In essence, the IEEE 802.11e de
fines a Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF), which comprises
two main medium access mechanisms, namely, Enhanced
Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) and HCF Controlled
Channel Access (HCCA). The HCF synthesizes functions from
legacy IEEE 802.11 with several extended functionalities and
enhanced QoS-specific mechanisms and frame subtypes to be
used in QoS data frames exchange sequences. These QoS
mechanisms are used in both contention and contention-free
periods (CP and CFP) of the beacon interval. An access point
(AP) and stations (STA) that implement the QoS facilities, i.e.
HCF, are called QoS-Access Point (QAP) and QoS-Station
(QSTA), respectively.

A significant new feature of the HCF is the concept of
transmission opportunity (TXOP). A TXOP is an interval of
time in which a QSTA is allowed to transmit a burst of data
frames onto the wireless medium. A TXOP is defined by two
main parameters, a starting time and a maximum duration.
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This feature allows the QAP to control access to the medium
and precludes unpredictable transmission time of a polled
QSTA. A defined a parameter, called T X 0 Pzimit, controls
the maximum time a QSTA is allowed to transmit its data.

In this paper, we propose a scheduling scheme named as
the Selectivity Function Scheduler (SFS), for IEEE 802.11e
HCCA. The SFS accurately allocates adaptive TXOPs to
admitted traffic streams (TS) based on actual requirements
and the observed physical rate. The SFS utilizes a selectivity
function (SF) that assigns polling priorities to TSs based
on several parameters such as delay bound, channel quality,
queue size, and fairness. The performance of SFS is evaluated
through simulation using OPNET modeler and compared with
the standard scheduler of the IEEE 802.11e.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Sec
tion II provides an overview of the IEEE 802.11e MAC
enhancements. The SFS scheme is introduced in Section III.
Simulation results are presented and discussed in Section IV.
Concluding remarks are presented in Section V.

II. THE IEEE 802.11E HCCA

The main enhancement defined at the MAC sub-layer in the
IEEE 802.11e is the Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF). The
HCF multiplexes between two access methods, namely, the
EDCA and HCCA. The HCCA access mechanism is defined
for parameterized QoS support. A QoS-aware centralized
coordinator, called the Hybrid coordinator (HC), is used by the
HCCA mechanism. The HC is collocated with the QAP and
has higher priority to access the medium to allocate TXOPs
to QSTAs in order to provide limited-duration Controlled
Access Phase (CAP) for contention-free transmission of QoS
data. Unlike the PC in legacy 802.11, the HC can access the
medium during both CP and CFP and perform HCF data frame
exchange sequences in both periods. Moreover, the HC grants
QSTAs different TXOPs with specified durations. Therefore,
QSTAs may transmit multiple data frames within their HCCA
TXOPs, subject to the T X 0 Pzimit.

When the HC needs to access the channel to start a CFP or
a TXOP in CP, it senses the medium to be idle for one PCF
inter-Frame Space (PIFS) period. If the medium is idle, the
QAP transmits the first frame in the frame exchange sequences
containing the duration value set to cover the CFP or the
TXOP. In the CFP or the TXOP in CP during HCCA access
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B. Related Work

where k is the number of existing streams, k+ 1 is the newly arriving
stream, T indicates the beacon interval duration and Top is the time

for contention access (EDCA).

If a new stream requests admission, the scheduler performs
the same steps described above. Consequently, the ACU
determines that the stream can be admitted if the following
inequality is satisfied:

(3)

(4)

k
TXOPk+l " TXOPi T - Top

81 + c: 81 ::; T
i=l

namely, mean data rate (Pi) and the nominal MSDU size (L i).
Let N, denote this number of packets, then:

N i r81 L~ Pi1 (2)

The TXOP for T S, is computed using some of the TSPEC
parameters, including minimum physical rate (R i ) , nominal
MSDU size (L i ) , and maximum allowed MSDU (M). Over
heads in time units are also included in the computation of
TXOPs, which comprises IFSs, ACK and CF-Poll frames.

(
N i x i: M )

max R
i

+ 0, R
i

+ 0

Several works in the literature suggest changes to the
standard scheduler to accommodate traffic variability and
application requirements. The scheme proposed in [2] uses
a token bucket mechanism to allow QSTAs to adjust their
TXOP based on their requirements. The authors also propose
changing the service interval for each QSTA based on traffic
profile, which adopts the earliest deadline first method. How
ever, this scheme is too complicated to implement as each
QSTA employs different SI. The authors of [3] propose a
fair scheduling algorithm, which comprises a QAP scheduler
and QSTA scheduler. The scheme utilizes the queue length
estimation to assign excess time for TXOP duration to adapt
traffic fluctuation. If the time required to adjust the TXOP is
insufficient, the QAP scheduler allocates the additional time
between QSTA in a fair manner. However, this scheduling al
gorithm still considers constant SIs that cannot adapt to traffic
fluctuations. Reference [4] introduces a real-time scheduling
algorithm, which aims at minimizing polling overhead while
maintaining feasible complexity. This scheduling algorithm
is divided into offline and online procedures: an admission
control algorithm, a timetable computation algorithm, and an
enforcement procedure. The key idea is to perform all complex
computations offline except for the enforcement procedure,
which is the sole online activity. The idea of the scheme
proposed in [5] is to allocate the WLAN channel bandwidth
to wireless stations hosting real-time applications based on
their specific time constraints and transmission queue levels.
The goal is to construct a control theoretic framework for
addressing the first hop bandwidth allocation issue using the
HCCA function. However, this closed-loop control scheme
may inherit computational complexity compared to other
scheduling schemes.

Upon calculating the SI, the standard scheduler estimates
the number of packets that arrive in an SI time for T Si.
The standard scheduler uses some of the TSPEC parameters,

mechanism, a Short Inter-Frame Space (SIFS) is required
between each two frames exchange sequence. If the medium
remains idle for a PIFS period, the QAP reclaims the channel.
However, the CAP period ends when the QAP does not reclaim
the channel after a PIFS period after the end of a TXOP.
In HCCA access mechanism, the QoS assurance is based
on the traffic specification (TSPEC) negotiation between the
QAP and the QSTAs. Each QSTA can establish up to eight
traffic streams with different priorities. In order to setup a TS
connection between a QSTA and the QAP, a set of TSPEC
parameters is required to be sent by the QSTA to the QAP.
The QAP's scheduler, in turn, allocates TXOP for each QSTA.
Afterwards, the QSTA distributes the polled-TXOP among TSs
established in it.

A. The Standard Scheduler

The IEEE 802.11e outlines a reference scheduler designed
for QoS requirements [1]. The HC maintains a list of QSTAs
to be polled during controlled Access Periods. In order to be
included in the polling list of the HC, a QSTA must send a
QoS request frame, Add Traffic Stream (ADDTS), to initiate a
connection. The QAP shall respond with an ADDTS response
frame indicating whether to accept this TS connection. The
ADDTS request and response frames include the TSPEC
information element. The main components of the TSPEC
element are:

• User priority (UP): priority to be used for the transmission of
packets in case relative prioritization is required. It is based on
IEEE 802.1D priority levels which ranges between 0 (Lowest)
and 7 (Highest).

• Nominal MSDU size (L): nominal size of the packets, in octets.
• Maximum MSDU size (M): maximum size of the packets, in

octets.
• Maximum Service Interval (MSI): maximum time between

two consecutive TXOPs allowed by the application, in mi
croseconds.

• Mean data rate (p): average bit rate for transmission of the
packets, in units of bits per second.

• Minimum PRY rate (R): the desired minimum PHY rate to use
for this TS, in bits per second, for transmission of the packets.

• Delay bound (D): maximum delay allowed to transfer a packet
across the wireless interface, in microseconds.

The scheduling process done at the QAP comprises three
main steps: computing the scheduled service interval, estimat
ing the number of packets for each TS and computing the
corresponding TXOPs. After these steps, the admission control
unit (ACU) algorithm is invoked to check whether this TS can
be admitted.

The computation of the scheduled service interval (SI) is
done as follows. The scheduler calculates the minimum of
all maximum SIs (MSIs) for all admitted streams. If this
minimum equals to m, then the scheduler shall choose a
number n that is a submultiple of the superframe satisfying
the following inequality:

81 (Beacon Interval) < m (1)
n -
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III. THE SELECTIVITY FUNCTION SCHEDULER

The standard scheduler of the IEEE 802.11 e encounters
several inaccuracies in its procedure. Estimating the number
of packets for a TS is based on its mean data rate, possibly
entailing miscalculation in case of variable bit rate (VBR)
traffic. TXOP duration remains constant over the connection
time, and cannot adapt to fluctuations of VBR traffic as well
as channel quality. The standard scheduler polls all QSTAs
in every SI period. This can be inadequate as some streams
generate data bursts periodically, while others generate data
bursts sporadically. These mentioned shortcomings of the
standard scheduler motivated our work presented in this paper.

In this work, we propose a Selectivity Function Sched
uler (SFS), which accommodates different types of traffic such
as eBR and VBR and provides QoS assurance. The SFS
defines several functionalities that dynamically compute the
number of packets for each traffic stream, calculate adap
tive TXOPs and compute variable service intervals based on
selectivity function prioritization. The proposed SFS scheme
incorporates several components and parameters in order to
provide service differentiation and scheduling for already
admitted streams. The SFS considers the delay bounds of real
time applications, queue size of each traffic stream, channel
condition of QSTAs with active traffic flows, and a fairness
measure to maintain fairness between different traffic streams.
The procedure of the SFS is summarized below. An essential
part of allocating TXOPs for admitted traffic streams is the
computation of the number of packets that will be at traffic
streams queues. The SFS differentiates the number of packets
into two main components: packets remaining in the queue
from previous TXOP, and new packets arrived during the
scheduled Sl. Each QSTA knows its TS queue size at the
beginning of each polling phase. However, it is required to
estimate its queue length at the end of TXOP.

1) New Arrivals in an Sl Interval: As depicted in Fig. 1, the
QAP is aware of the queue size of each TS at the beginning
of each TXOP, denoted by Qb in the figure.

80 2 .1 I e Be acon Im cn;al

Fig. I . Beacon Interval Analysis

It is required to estimate the average number of arrived
packets during the current TXOP---due to the burstness of
the variable bit rate traffic, the scheduler cannot base its
calculation on the instantaneous length of the queue. The
average number of the new arriving packets are calculated
using the exponential weighted moving average as follows.

N r(t + l ) (1 - a) N ret) + a N r (t + l ) (5)

where a is a smoothing factor and N; is the instantaneous
number of arrived packets.
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Finally, the average number of packets N, in the T S iS queue
to be scheduled during a TXOP is computed as follows:

(6)

A. TXO? Computation
Physical rate of a QSTA plays a crucial role in computing

TXOPs for traffic streams. The SFS scheme uses the observed
PHY rate (Robs) in computing adaptive TXOPs. During com
munication with QSTAs, the QAP can detect the instantaneous
PHY rate of each QSTA, which in turn is used in TXOPs
computation.

TXOPi m ax (N~* Li +0,: +0) (7)
'lob s 'lobs

where: L; (variable) is the frame size in bits, Ri o bs is the observed
physical rate of TSi, 0 is the overhead in seconds and M is the
maximum frame size in bits.

The SFS scheme computes TXOPs for each individual traf
fic stream at the beginning of each service interval. This allows
the SFS scheme to adapt the variations in number of packets
generated and the observed PHY rate. These adaptive TXOPs
help utilizing the network resources efficiently by allocating
accurate time durations needed by different applications.

B. The Selectivity Function (SF)

The concept of selectivity function is introduced in the SFS
scheme, which makes selections from already admitted TSs
that will be polled in the current SI interval. The selectiv
ity function assigns polling priorities to traffic streams and
reorders their poIling times . This mechanism can effectively
enhance the system performance and provide QoS assurance
for different traffic types. Before proceeding with the formu
lation of the selectivity function, it is imperative that we make
the following definitions:

• t i: Queueing delay of the packet in the head of traffic streams
i 's queue.

• DBi : Delay bound as specified in the TSPEC element for traffic
stream i.

• d~ . : This ratio is used per traffic stream to account for delay
bound constraint for each traffic stream.

• Ri o b ., : The observed PHY rate of traffic stream i.
Rm a x : The maximum observed PHY rate among TSs.
~'Ob .' : This ratio is used to enhance the system throughput by
selecting streams with good channel quality.

• Qi : Queue size of traffic stream i.
Q m a x : The maximum queue size among TSs.
g Q, : This fraction is used to prevent high dropping ratio.
07 Xpriority factor to differentiate between traffic streams.

• Sav , (t ) : Average throughput of traffic stream i at the beginning
of t th service interval.

{

(I - a) S av , (t - l ) + a S i l t ) ,if T S i is selected

S av , (t ) =
(1 - a) S av , (t-l ) ,Otherwise

where S i l t ) is the throughputof traffic stream i at the tth service
interval.

• RQD R,: The required data rate requested by TSi .

(

Sav, (t) )
e- H Q D H , : This exponent function serves as a fairness
measure between already admitted traffic streams in terms of
achieved throughput. The fraction depends on the numerator,
which is the achieved average throughput by traffic stream i.
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Synthesizing these factors and parameters, we formulate the
selectivity function, which comprises three cases for different
traffic types. First case is designated for highest priority
traffic such as voice (VO), second case considers medium
priority traffic such as video (VI) , and the third case is for
low priority traffic such as FTP.

[

, . H · -(~)]tiir; + nm~x . e J . s;

i E v o . ti < [)Bi ; Hi> 0

T .. ..... N", ,,, T S In t h ...
Ihl

[

'i + H i . a, . e - (~ )]T5Tfi H 7n u x QTnU X • s,

i E V 1; i i < [) lJ i; H i > 0

[

u ; .~ . c - ( H~a/~~l i )]
Hm a x Q m a x . s;

i E FT P ; n, > 0

The selectivity function assigns polling priorities to TSs , re

orders the admitted traffic streams based on their requirements
and adapts the fluctuations of VBR traffic as well as real-time
applications. In addition, the selectivity function provide QoS
assurance for admitted traffic streams through considering all
QoS metrics, such as delay bound, and throughput.

C. Computing the Sf Length

The computed number of packets Ns, transmission oppor
tunity TXOPi, and the selectivity function SFi(t) for traffic
stream i (T Si) are made available for the SFS scheme to
proceed with computing an appropriate service interval length.
Based on selectivity function values, the SFS scheme polls a
set of traffic streams during the current service interval and
not all traffic streams as done at the standard scheduler. This
polling mechanism by the SFS scheme ensures that polled
QSTAs will have pending data frames to transmit, which saves
the scarce bandwidth.

The SFS constructs a five-column list that contains all
admitted streams TS. Each entry in this list corresponds to a
T S's parameters, including: node ID (N 1D), traffic stream ID
(TSID), traffic stream type (TSType), the computed TXOP
for this TS, and the SF(t) value for this TS. The list is
then sorted in a descending order based on the SF values
of all T S8. The computation procedure of variable S18 is as
depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Service interval computation

The SFS firstly chooses the first traffic stream in the list ,
which corresponds to the highest priority, and checks if the
available resources can afford scheduling this traffic stream. If
the time reserved for controlled channel access is exceeded,
this ends the loop and sets the SI length. Otherwise, if
CAPlimit for the current service interval is not violated, the
SFS checks the type of this traffic stream. If the selected
traffic stream is of type voice or video, the SFS tests if the
delay bound is not exceeded. Violating the delay bounds means
terminating the current loop, which results in determining the
service interval length. If the delay bound is not violated, this
traffic stream is considered in the polling list. However, if the
selected traffic stream is of type FTP, this stream is included in
the polling list because FTP streams have no delay constraints,
given that the C APlimit is not exceeded. Upon choosing traffic
streams to be polled in the current service interval, the time for
contention-based access mechanism (TeoN T ) is added to the
SI length, which is the time required to send one maximum
MSDU as specified by the standard. Finally, the QAP polls
QSTAs having the selected traffic streams in the polling list.

IV. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The SFS scheme has been implemented and evaluated using
the OPNET Modeler [6]. To compare the performance results,
we consider the IEEE 802.lle based on the 802 .11b physical
layer. In addition, to realize the SFS scheme, we have modified
the IEEE 802.11 e scheduler so that it includes the extended
functionalities, such as computing the number of packets,
selectivity function, and polling mechanism procedure. The
beacon interval generated by QAP is set to 200 tns.

A. Simulation Setup

A network is configured which comprises a QAP and a
number of QSTAs , where the number of QSTAs depends on
the simulation scenario. The QSTAs are randomly distributed
around the QAP with different distances ranging between 5
and 250 meters forming a star topology.
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Fig. 4. The Effect of Varying Network Loads

Jain's fairness index [7] is used to calculate the inter-class
fairness between traffic streams. It can be seen that the SFS
scheme maintains higher fairness than the standard scheduler.
This is because the differences in average throughput is much
higher in the standard scheduler, especially among video
streams. The standard scheduler discriminates different traffic
classes by giving the voice traffic higher priority without
incorporating fairness measure to accommodate other traffic
types. The SFS considers a fairness measure in the selectivity
function to allow traffic streams experiencing low average
throughput to have higher priority over traffic streams with
high average throughput to avoid starvation of those traffic

video throughput than the standard scheduler. Considering the
packets remaining in the queue coupled with adapting channel
conditions fluctuations allow the SFS to accommodate VBR
video traffic.

Packet dropping ratio is depicted in Fig. 4. The SFS
succeeds in maintaining lower dropping ratio for all traffic
streams. It can be seen that VBR video traffic experiences high
dropping ratio in the standard scheduler due to inaccuracies
in scheduler computations. The SFS shows high average delay
for voice and video. This is due to the selectivity function as
it defers scheduling of streams as long as their delay bound
is not violated. The selectivity function assigns high polling
priority to streams with high queueing delay. The standard
scheduler indicates high average delay of video traffic, which
corroborates that packets remaining in the queue from previous
TXOPs need to be considered. However, the average delay in
both schedulers experiences lower increase when 10 or more
video streams are admitted. When the dropping ratio increases,
the packets next to the dropped ones will have lower delay,
which decreases the average delay.

I Voice I VBR II 26I Video FTP Data

TABLE I
TRA FFICS S PECIFICATIONS

TABLE II
PHY AND MAC PARAMETERS

SIFS 10 1"
PISF 30 JlS
OIl'S 50 JlS
Slot time 20 Jls
MAC Header size 32 Octets
QoS-ACK frame size 16 Octets
QoS-CF-Poll frame size 36 0 ctcts
PLCP Header length 48 bits
PLCP preamble length 144 bits
PHY Rate 11 Mb/s
Minimum PIIY Rate 2 Mb/s
CCA time 15 lI S

TxRxTurnaround time 15 lIS

Appli cation

Packet Size (Octets) 160 660 1200
Data Rate (kb/s) 64 200 350
Maximum Sl (ms) 25 30 35
Delay Bound (ms) 120 180 00

Parameter I Value

Three different traffic types are considered : a high priority
voice traffic, a medium priority VBR video traffic and a low
priority FTP data traffic. The traffic streams are modelled
using OPNET built-in traffic generators. Traffic specifications
of each individual flow are summarized in Table I. Physical
and MAC parameters are summarized in Table II.

Fig. 3. Simulation Model - Setup

B. Simulation Results

1) Scenario I: In this scenario, we evaluate the effect of
varying the network load by changing the number of admitted
video streams, while fixing the number of voice and FTP
streams, each to five streams. The number of VBR video
streams ranges between 7 and 12. Seven QSTAs are associated
with a QAP.

Throughput of the three traffic types is shown in Fig. 4.
Both schedulers succeed in providing voice throughput in the
required range due to the highest priority of voice streams as
well as voice small packet sizes. Although both schedulers
achieve high and almost the same throughput of FTP traffic,
the FTP throughput experiences degradation as the number of
video streams increases . This degradation in the SFS is caused
by the selectivity function as it gives higher priority to video
streams over FTP streams. The main difference is noticed in
VBR video throughput. The SFS succeeds in achieving higher
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Fig. 5. The Effect of Fairness Measure
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2) Scenario II: In this scenario , we evaluate the fair
ness measure incorporated by the selectivity function. This
is realized by varying the averaging window in computing
the average throughput used in the selectivity function. In
particular, we vary the value of (a) used in computing the
average throughput achieved by each traffic stream. In this
experiment, seven QSTAs are associated with a QAP. Each
QSTA sends three traffic streams simultaneously, voice, video,
and FTP. The smoothing parameter (a) is being varied between
0.02 and 0.22, where 0.02 represents large averaging window,
while 0.22 represents small averaging window. These values
correspond to how much weight is considered for the history
through varying the averaging window size. Furthermore, these
numbers reflect how many samples are taken into consid
eration, where each sample means the average throughput
achieved in that service interval.

Simulation results of this scenario is shown in Fig. 5. The
three traffic types in the standard scheduler are not affected by
changing the averaging window because it does not incorpo
rate a fairness measure in its computations. However, the VBR
video traffic shows some fluctuations due to the VBR behavior.
The SFS shows improvement in video and FTP throughput
when the averaging window increases. This is because when
the average window is small, more weight is given to the
current achieved throughput by the traffic stream. This affects
the fairness measure negatively in the selectivity function
( S av;Ct) IRQ D/l,). This decreases the value of the selectivity
function, and hence gives low chance to this traffic stream to
be selected. When the value of a is 0.1 or less, i.e. large
averaging window, the video and FTP throughput remains
steady, which means that the average throughput converges
to its optimal value considering the throughput history. The
standard scheduler shows high dropping ratio among video
and FTP streams due to the fluctuations of VBR traffic and
channel quality. The SFS succeeds in reducing the dropping
ratio of video and FTP streams . When the history of average
throughput is given more weight in the fairness measure of the
selectivity function (small values of a), the video drop ratio
decreases, which increases the throughput. Video traffic shows
high average delay in the SFS scheme when large averaging
windows are considered. When large averaging windows are
considered, the ratio (Savi (t) 1RQ D/li ) in the selectivity function
works more accurately, which in turn allows the selectivity
function to give more realistic priority values to different traffic
streams based on their achieved average throughput. This also
explains the improvement in video throughput under large
averaging windows , i.e. small values of a. The SFS shows
higher inter-class fairness index than the standard scheduler.
However, the fairness index decreases slightly when small
averaging windows are considered.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a selectivity function scheduler (SFS) is
proposed for IEEE 802.11e. The objectives of the SFS are to
provide QoS assurance for admitted traffic streams based on
their actual requirements. The SFS was designed and evaluated
under different scenarios. Simulation results have revealed that
SFS succeeds in achieving higher performance in terms of high
throughput and lower packet dropping ratio . Moreover, the
SFS maintains high fairness between different types of traffic.
A sophisticated ACU is considered in our future work, which
utilizes the online observed PHY rate and variable service
interval. This results in admitting more traffic streams and
sufficiently utilizing the system resources.
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